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“

“

it takes a certain
kind of person to
do this.

— Kanin Perry
Franklin freshman

DEFENSE
THRIVES
UNDER GUIDRY
SPORTS PAGE 8
Xiaoye Yang, 23, of Hebei Province, China, teaches Chinese to students at the Warren Regional Juvenile Detention Center in
Bowling Green on Monday. Yang teaches Chinese through the WKU Confucius Institute. DOROTHY EDWARDS/HERALD

each one teach one

“

“

you’ve got to be
able to promote
what you believe
in, and they have
to believe in it.

— Lance Guidry

Defensive coordinator
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Chinese teachers go to juvenile
detention center
TAYLOR HARRISON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

Students sat in rows of desks,
books stacked around the room
and a homework assignment was
on the board. The students learning Chinese could have been in any
classroom.
But this classroom is located inside a juvenile detention center.
The students at the Warren Regional Juvenile Detention Center
are learning the language thanks to
the Confucius Institute of WKU.
The institute has been sending two teachers to teach Chinese
classes every other Monday for five

sessions.
Becky Painter, a science teacher
at the detention center, said this is
an effort for cultural diversity.
“I try to bring in outside programming to enrich the lives of the kids
here,” Painter said.
Painter said she contacted the
institute because they came to the
detention center twice last year to
teach and she wanted them back.
She said the Chinese teachers
from the institute, Xiaoye Yang and
Chunliu Wang, are focusing on
teaching the students about Chinese culture, such as calligraphy
and Chinese holidays.

During Monday’s session, Yang
and Wang taught the students
about festivals in China and taught
them how to write phrases in Chinese characters.
They spent the majority of the
time telling the students about
Mid-Autumn Day, an important
Chinese festival that is coming up
soon — this Sunday on the American calendar.
During this lunar festival, families
eat mooncake — the holiday’s traditional food, which can contain
red bean paste — and watch the
full moon.
SEE CHINESE PAGE 2

Sorority hosts
fundraiser for sister
injured in crash
SARAH STUKENBORG
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

SERVICE 3G

@wkuherald

Herald App

known,” Bertog said.
Bertog said one of the bigger
bones they are studying is a
femur from a sauropod dinosaur.
“We’re looking for evidence
of growth rings and trying to
see how the diet of the animal
changed over time,” Bertog
said. “Bones grow in rings just
like tree rings.”
Bertog explained if the animal was in an environment
where there was a lot of plant
material and it could eat really
well, the ring during that year
would be fairly large.
The bones came from a site
in Utah. Bertog takes NKU
undergraduates to the site

Almost exactly four months after a Memorial Day car accident left Benton freshman Landon Lovett in critical condition,
her Alpha Omicron Pi sorority sisters
haven’t forgotten about her.
AOPi hosted a jewelry sale from Premier
Designs Tuesday evening in Meredith Hall
as a way to fundraise for Lovett.
Franklin sophomore Caroline Carter, a
member of AOPi in Lovett’s pledge class,
helped sell the jewelry.
Carter said AOPi has participated in
many functions to help raise money for
Lovett.
“We’re still trying to help and do everything that we can,” Carter said. “We want
Landon to know that we’re still here.”
AOPi and WKU alum Cassi Nushart, an
independent consultant for Premier Designs, was in charge of putting together the
fundraiser.
Nushart said the money raised will be
helpful to the Lovett family.
“The money is going to help the Lovett
family with hospital bills and whatever
they need,” Nushart said.
Lovett remains in critical condition in a
long-term care facility in Tennessee after
being hit by a drunk driver.
To prepare for the fundraiser, Nushart
trained the girls on how to sell the jewelry.
The jewelry included an assortment of
colorful necklaces, bracelets, earrings and
rings.
Among the pieces was a silver cuff specifically

SEE DINOSAUR PAGE 2

SEE FUNDRAISER PAGE 2

4:05 PM
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Janet Bertog, associate professor of paleontology and stratigraphy at Northern
Kentucky University, brought nine Jurassic-era fossils to WKU’s NOVA Center for
examination. BRYAN LEMON/WKU MEDIA RELATIONS

NKU professor studies
dinosaur fossils at WKU

#WKU

TAYLOR HARRISON
NEWS@WKUHERALD.COM

FRI. 77˚/ 58˚
SAT. 75˚/ 51˚
SUN. 77˚/ 49˚
MON. 77˚/ 46˚

Dinosaurs have invaded
WKU’s campus.
A professor from Northern Kentucky University has
brought fossils from the Jurassic era to be studied at the
NOVA Center at WKU using
the Large Chamber Scanning
Electron Microscope (LCSEM).
Janet Bertog, a professor at
NKU, and Edward Kintzel, director of the NOVA Center, are
studying the Jurassic era dinosaur bones, along with one
mammal from that era.
“The mammal is pretty
significant because Jurassic
mammals are pretty poorly
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CHINESE
CONTINUED FROM FRONT

“It’s a kind of custom on Mid-Autumn
Day,” Wang said.
The teachers brought in samples of
mooncake to taste. They played a song
that is popular to listen to on Mid-Autumn Day as well.
Even though she’s teaching at the detention center, Yang said she doesn’t
treat the students any differently.
“We just treat them as common students,” Yang said.
Wang said the first time they came to
teach at the detention center, they were
worried about what it would be like.
“We haven’t been to a place like here
before,” Wang said.
But she said the students are smart
and kind, and she and Yang enjoy
teaching at the detention center.
“It’s quite different from what we
imagined before,” Wang said.
Painter said it’s important for her
students to have their eyes opened to
diversity and understand different cultures.
“They need to know how to interact
with those different cultures and to un-

DINOSAUR
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
about two weeks in the
summer to collect bones
and bring them back.
Bertog brought her fossils to WKU because of
the LC-SEM. Bertog said
it’s the only academically available one in the
country.
Because the microscope is big, Bertog and
Kintzel can take large
samples and examine
them without cutting
them — which is important because of how rare
the fossils are.
“We don’t have to cut
a little chunk out of the
bone to put it into a
regular SEM because we
have the ability to put

derstand that different’s okay,” Painter
said. “They have a tendency to see everything in black and white, and this
gives them shades of gray, to understand that because something’s different, doesn’t make it bad."
Painter said learning to accept different cultures would help the students
be more accepting of their time at the
detention center.
“If they judge themselves automatically, they’re going to assume that society will think that they are bad because
they’ve been here,” Painter said.
Painter said the detention center will
continue this program for as long as the
institute will work with them.
“Western has been very supportive of
our programming,” Painter said.
Betty Yu, assistant director for educational outreach at the institute, said she
wants her teachers out servicing the
community rather than waiting to give
tours at the museum.
Yu said she hopes this will spark the
students’ interest in Chinese and she
thinks it is a worthwhile program.
“I think we’re reaching out to a group
of the population that is usually overlooked,” Yu said.

the whole thing in there,”
Bertog said.
Bertog will be coming
to WKU periodically to
use the equipment for
about a day at a time.
The fossils will remain
here until they are done
examining them.
Kintzel said they are
finding some things they
weren’t expecting to see
such as a ring-like structure on a dinosaur tooth.
“That’s
unexpected,
and it’s actually putting
out some really interesting results,” Kintzel said.
Kintzel said he and Bertog do not know why the
structure is like this yet.
“Right now, we’re looking at what it’s composed
of and then trying to figure out if anybody else
has seen anything like
this as well,” Kintzel said.

FUNDRAISER
CONTINUED FROM FRONT
designed for AOPi members.
Engraved on the bracelet in black
script are the words “Love is kind; it
always protects.”
Franklin junior Mary Clayton Kinslow, another member of AOPi, was
eager to sell in order to help Lovett.
“I want to get as much money as we
can for our sister Landon and her fam-

Cathleen Webb, the department head of chemistry, is helping with
some chemical analysis
of the samples. She was
Bertog’s initial contact
with WKU, as Webb was
Bertog’s professor at another university.
They were discussing
another research project
when Bertog brought up
her research with the dinosaur bones.
“And I said, ‘Well, you
should consider using the large chamber
SEM’, and I described it
to her, and that’s where
this project came from,”
Webb said.
Bertog said the project
is close to her heart. “I’ve
always been interested
in dinosaurs, since third
grade.”

ily because they need it so bad,” Kinslow said.
People unaffiliated with the sorority
also came to contribute to the fundraiser.
Richmond freshman Megan Short, a
member of Omega Phi Alpha sorority,
attended the fundraiser with a friend.
“I came because I wanted to buy stuff
for a good cause,” Short said. “I know if
it were one of my sisters I’d want people to come out and support.”

CRIME REPORTS
Reports
• Police responded to a “pop” bottle detonation in the
Pearce Ford Tower Courtyard on Sept. 26. At least two similar explosions were reported to WKUPD earlier this month.
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Kanin Perry, 23, of Franklin, poses for a portrait outside of the Franklin-Simpson
EMS station. "We're out to do as much as we can." SAMMY JO HESTER/ HERALD

WKU
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Each Friday, the College
Heights Herald brings
you a story inspired by a
letter of the alphabet.

MARY ANNE ANDREWS
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

While many WKU students spend
each day memorizing facts for their
future careers, others train to save
lives the next day. Adrenaline pumping, sirens blaring, emergency medical technicians are often first on the
scene.
Franklin freshman Kanin Perry has
been an EMT for two years for the
Franklin-Simpson Ambulance Service. Perry, 23, is taking a medic class
at WKU for his paramedic certification.
“It takes a certain kind of person to
do this,” he said. “But, when you’re
able to bring someone back from the
dead — I mean when they are dead
and it’s not looking good, and you
bring them back — you can see a reaction of gratitude in the family’s eyes.
That kind of stuff reminds you why
you work 24-hour shifts. That’s why
you get up at 3 a.m. and race across
the county.”
When they’re not on a call, Perry said
the ambulance crews share a great camaraderie. They eat dinner together,
play jokes on each other and watch
movies together — most recently,
“Lockout.” He said these bonds increase their teamwork on the road.
Of all his calls so far, Perry said he
has yet to lose a child.
“I never want to have to look a mother in the eyes and have to tell her we
couldn’t save her kid,” he said, knocking on wood. “But I know I’ll have to.”
Perry said it’s the kind of work you
can’t take home.
“Some parts will follow you home
whether you want them to or not,”
he said. “It does do good to talk about
it, but stressing and worrying — you
can’t. Treat it with the respect it needs,
but when you clock out, leave it there.”
On his first EMT shift, Perry had to
treat someone he knew for a stroke.

“I was nervous as heck, green as I
could be,” he said. “I had to treat him
for a stroke and then gear up for the
next one.”
But by the end of the day, he was absolutely sure he wanted to be an EMT.
“I know everyone’s going to meet
God eventually, but we try to prolong
that as long as we can,” he said.
WKU offers EMT basic training, a
one-semester course with about 30
students each semester. About 1/3 of
those continue to become certified
paramedics, Lee Brown, director of
the Kentucky Emergency Medical Services Academy at Allied Health, said.
There is also an associate’s degree offered along with the certification.
Brown has been a paramedic for 25
years and a teacher for 18. She said the
EMT field is not for everyone.
“God had to make you this way,”
she said. “There’s no money in it. It’s
mostly the type of people that want to
make a difference.”
Scottsville junior Jacob Starks said
he knew he wanted to go into the
medical field when he earned his First
Aid badge in Boy Scouts.
Starks, 20, is a paramedicine major
earning his associate’s degree. He is a
certified EMT and is currently interviewing for a local ambulance service.
He said he’s prepared to have a
strenuous schedule, deal with people
dying and have a lot of stress.
“At the end of the day, knowing
that you had a chance to save a life
and make a difference — that’s what
makes it all worth it,” he said.
Brown said this is the mentality the
program wants to instill.
“You win some, you lose some and
some get rained out,” she tells new
students each semester. “You can do
everything you can do and they still
die. You’re going to have to understand
that you are human . . . Not every car
is crumpled the exact same way. You
have to adapt and overcome.”

Correction:
Due to a Herald error, a quote on Page
1 was attributed to Jonathon Adams. The
quote should actually be attributed to Jonathon Randolph.
The College Heights Herald corrects all

confirmed errors that are brought to reporters’ or editors’ attention.
Please call 745-6011 or 745-5044 to report a correction, or e-mail us at editor@
wkuherald.com.
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Samsung 4G smartphones.
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of Deutsche Telekom AG. ©2012 T-Mobile USA, Inc.
*Amazon.com is not a sponsor of this promotion. Except as required by law, Amazon.com Gift Cards (“GCs”) cannot be transferred for value or redeemed for cash. GCs may be used only for purchases of eligible goods on Amazon.com or certain of its afﬁliated
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OPINION
COLUMN

Tops &
Bottoms

It’s time to stop unnecessary censorship

LINDSAY KRIZ
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

Last night I was watching “Mean Girls” on
MTV while cleaning. It
was the scene where the
girls are looking at the
“burn book” and reach
the page with Damian
and Janice.
As many of us know,
when the girls see Damian’s picture, Lindsay
Lohan’s character says,
“Oh, he’s almost too gay
to function.” And it’s
partially true. His character is gay. The phrase
is almost meant as a
term of endearment by
Janice, who is technically the only one allowed
to say it. Still, keep in
mind that she is not using “gay” in a derogatory
sense.
As the movie contin-

TOPS to selling
beer at football
games.

BOTTOMS to
not being able to
afford it. Really,
$5 a cup?

TOPS to having
12 meal plans a
week.
BOTTOMS to not
having anywhere
to use them. How
often do we have
to “Eat Fresh” in
one week?

ues I quote along with an understatement. I
Cady Heron, “Oh, he’s understand
bleeping
almost too gay to func- out derogatory words
tion.” And then I pause, or bleeping out curse
because I notice some- words.
thing. Cady didn’t say,
Bleeping out a word
“He’s almost
that is in no
too gay to
way offensive,
f u n c t i o n .”
nor was meant
She
said
to be offensive,
“He’s almost
is going too far.
too BLEEP
Basically, “gay”
to
funcis silenced, but
tion.” And it
“Teen Mom” is
dawned on
splashed across
me that MTV
my screen every
censored the
five
minutes.
word “gay.”
I’m not bashing
LINDSAY KRIZ
You
read
either of these
Columnist
that correctly,
— but only one
ladies, genof them is sometlemen, whatever gen- thing you can choose.
der you choose: MTV
This unnecessary cencensored the word gay sorship got me thinking
even though it was in its about how long LGBT
proper context and was members have been
not derogatory.
censored, silenced and
To say I was mad was told to stay “in the clos-

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

the chance to cheer
on the team of my
home away from
home, I had the wonderful opportunity to
either stand in someone’s way or sit down
and have the viewing
screen blocked by
someone else standing up in front of me.
The entire section
of fans in the rows
in front of me were
standing up for the
entire 1st and 2nd
quarters, that I know
of (I left in irritation).
The result was that

no one behind them,
including young fans
that were sitting behind me, could see
anything that was
going on. If I stood
up the people behind me could not,
which is disrespectful.
I am all for school
spirit and cheering
on our great team
as they continue to
outshine their performance from the
previous years, but it
would be nice if more
people would be

college heights

HERALD
CLASSIFIEDS

advertising@wkuherald.com
Classifieds Manager: Courtney Cook

FOR RENT
4 bedroom, 2 bath apartment
Adjacent to WKU campus.
Call David Sims. Crye-Leike. 270-796-0002

HELP WANTED
Part-time Law Clerk
Year round in personal
injury law office.
Send resume and
transcript to:
Attn: Law Clerk Position
607 E 10th Ave
Bowling Green, KY 42102

to marry one another?
Someday I want to
live in a country where
the next person coming
out of the closet isn’t the
biggest news of the day
— it’s just another story
about a person being
who they truly are.
I want to live in a
country where the “It
Gets Better” campaign
doesn’t exist because it’s
already gotten better. I
want to live in a world
where “gay” is no longer
an insult.
I want to live in a world
where a channel like
MTV — which gave up
music videos and quality programming a long
time ago — won’t censor
non-offensive words.
Because Damian is too
gay to function.
That’s what makes him
awesome.

LETTER TO THE EDITOR

Last weekend's game not pleasant for all Topper fans

My first home football game in four
years at WKU was
something that I was
truly looking forward
to. Our Toppers had
just come off of a truly awesome victory
over the University of
Kentucky and I, like
so many other fans,
was very excited to
see our team play
Southern Mississippi
this past Saturday.
Instead I got to sit
there and see nothing.
Instead of having

et.”
According to a July 24
article on Polymic.com,
there are still 29 states
where an individual can
be fired for being gay.
You read correctly. In
more than half of the
U.S., you can be fired
for loving the “wrong”
person. In what world is
it OK for a person to be
fired from their job simply because of whom
they love?
We like to say we’re
the most progressive
nation in the world. We
say we’re patriots, but
how can we be truly
progressive when we
haven’t progressed past
homophobia and transphobia?
How can we call ourselves patriots when so
many of us want to deny
two people the freedom

Full-time & Part-time
positions available.
20-40 hours weekly.
Competitive wages.
Apply in person at Vette
City Liquors
3032 Louisville Rd.

Part-time Jobs
Part-time positions available immediately for staff to
work Community Education's before-school or
after-school programs. Applicants must be available
to work each day local schools are in session from 2:30
-6 p.m. (each school varies slightly) for the after-school
programs or 6:30-8 a.m. for the before-school programs.
These positions are available to any major, but are
particularly helpful to students in education or
recreation. Reliable transportation is required.
Application is available on-line at www.commed.us
or at the Community Education office at
1227 Westen Ave.

COMING SOON
on-campus classifieds
Note to Readers: The College Heights Herald screens ads for misleading or false
claims but cannot guarantee any ad or claim. Please use caution when answering ads,
especially when asked to send money or provide credit card information. The College
Heights Herald is not responsible for the content or validity of these paid classified ads.

For Tuesday's crossword
solution, go to

WKUHERALD.COM

considerate enough
to realize that other
fans would also like
the same opportunity.
In short, let’s continue to cheer on our
team and to root for
dear old Western,
but let’s do so with
consideration for our
fellow fans who want
the same opportunity.
Thomas Burden,
Centertown
senior

New Secular Student
Alliance poster distasteful
The Secular Student Alliance
(SSA) has a new flier displayed
around campus showing a man
in a turban decapitating a cartoonist. The SSA has the freedom to display this cartoon, but
their disregard for Muslim and
Arab students in displaying it is
morally reprehensible.
Many Muslims and Arabs
here are visitors from abroad
and have chosen to study
here on American turf. Americans should welcome them as
guests, not ridicule them for
their beliefs.
Some may say that the cartoon is only ridiculing militant

Across
1 President after JFK
4 Totally absorbed
8 Made like a kangaroo
13 Papers promising
payment
15 “The Andy
Griffith Show” tyke
16 Bonus
17 *Keep
charging drinks
19 Pierces
20 Rectified, with “for”
21 “... __ a lender be”
23 Comic on a roll
24 *Occasion to
say “Whew!”
27 Biblical haircutter
30 Letter between
upsilon and chi
31 Cavity filler’s org.
32 Trait carrier
35 Actor Milo
39 *Annual April
paperwork
43 Greet casually, with “to”
44 Affectedly dainty,
to Brits
45 Piddling point to pick
46 Writer’s
undergrad deg.
48 Devastates
51 *Running amok
56 Not yet eliminated
57 PC file suffix
58 Bygone Toyotas
62 Collectible
print, briefly
64 *Overnight work
assignment
66 Phillies
infielder Chase
67 Chichén __:
Mayan ruins
68 Under sail, say
69 Scholarly article
reviewers
70 Mopey look
71 Each answer to
a starred clue ends in one

Down
1 Old Italian coin
2 Ring contest
3 2007 title role for
Ellen Page
4 Violent reaction
to traffic
5 Proper
6 Movers’ challenge
7 Noted kneeling NFLer
8 Turkey helping
9 Curer of the
demon-possessed
10 Cardiac chambers
11 Before surgery, briefly

12 Stylistic judgmen t
14 Largest division
of Islam
18 Prolonged ringing
22 Gym unit
25 Butler of fiction
26 Dealer’s dispenser
27 Orator’s platform
28 Outlandish Dame
29 Like some nightgowns
33 “I ain’t doin’ that!”
34 Apply
36 Unable to decide,
as a jury
37 Toledo’s lake
38 Sugar bowl invaders
40 Woeful words from Winnie the Pooh
41 Vex
42 What shotgun callers shun
47 Pass and then some
49 RSVP part
50 Top dog
51 Prepare to shine in a
bodybuilding contest?
52 Band together
53 Champ’s holding
54 Primrose family plant
55 “Far out!”
59 Chance
60 For __: not gratis
61 Time at the inn
63 Yiddish laments
65 Shih __: Tibetan dog

Islam, not Islam as a whole.
This may be true. However, the
image is emotionally loaded
and can only exacerbate tensions between Muslims and
non-Muslim Americans, not
heal them.
It is time to discuss and debate, to bring questions and
answers to the table, not to
ridicule and mock. The SSA has
done a disservice to this campus by displaying this flier.

Jonathon Wurth,
Bowling Green
sophomore
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CHH POLITICS
Student face-off: Campaign Finance

on political advertisements
TREY CRUMBIE
and the like. If coordinated
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM
correctly, Super PACs may
Campaign finance can effectively drown out mesbe highly a complicated sages by opposing forces by
and confusing topic at outspending them by a wide
margin. By Super
times. There are
PACs effectively
so many rules
controlling puband regulations
lic political meswhen it comes to
sages, this could
the rules of camskewer election
paign finance that
results in the fayou may need a
vor of the Super
specially-written
PAC’s intended
Encyclopedia in
goal. This is not
order to fully comdemocracy, but
prehend all of the
rather mob rule.
rules. This article,
Secondly is who
CRUMBIE
however, will only
focus on one as- Political contributor can run and fund
Super PACs. Alpect of campaign
though,
Super
PACs canfinance and that is the presnot
legally
coordinate
with
ence of Super PACs within
political candidates or parmodern day campaigning.
For those of you unfamil- ties, Super PACs can be run
iar with the term, a Political by those formerly affiliated
Action Committee (PAC) is with a candidate or party
an organization that runs and usually are. Not only are
a campaign on behalf of or these organizations usually
against political candidates, run by partisan individuissues or any type of legisla- als, but they receive a large
tion. Super PACs are consid- portion of their funds from
ered be an advanced form affluent individuals or corof this, as they are permitted porations. Once again, the
to raise and donate as much presence of Super PACs
as they possibly can as long within political campaigns
as they do not contribute to defeats the purpose of dethe candidate directly. This mocracy by letting only a
can have many devastating select few individuals coneffects on political cam- trol the campaign.
Super PACs are a cancerpaigns.
ous
and detrimental part of
We will start with the obthe
electoral process. They
vious. A few Super PACs
can completely control the have the potential to comoutcome of an election. As pletely sway a election in
one direction with minimal
much as it pains me to say
opposition if any. Rules rethis, political campaigns garding the operation of
are usually won by whoever Super PACs should be respends the most. Since Su- formed heavily or outlawed
per PACs aren’t inhibited by all together for the sake of
spending limits, they may preserving the future of despend as much as they want mocracy in America.

$

Super PACs Facts
t Known as independent expenditureonly committees
t May raise unlimited sums of money from
corporations, unions, associations and
individuals, then spend unlimited sums
to overtly advocate for or against political candidates
t Must report their donors to the Federal
Election Commission
t"SFQSPIJCJUFEGSPNEPOBUJOHNPOFZ
directly to political candidates

Super PAC
money spent
for Republicans
$64,300,000

Super PAC
money spent
against
Republicans
$124,200,000

Super PAC
money spent
against
Democrats
$71,600,000

Super PAC money
spent for Democrats
$15,100,000

*Source: http://www.opensecrets.org/outsidespending/summ.php?cycle=2012&disp=O&type=S&chrt=P

Tweets from the trail
@BarackObama — President Obama: “I
still believe in one nation and one people.
I still believe in you. And if you still believe
in me, I need your vote.” — sent 9/26

KWABENA BOATENG

candidate still holds a big
lead over the Republican
candidate, despite $18 mil“Money is the root of all lion of Super PAC-funded
evil.” This often-cited warn- attack ads. In fact, Super
ing is actually misquoted. PACs might have a negative influence
“The love of monby “competing
ey is the root of all
with the [canevil,” is the correct
didate’s] messtatement. When
sage” and conit comes to pofusing voters,
litical campaign
King said.
spending, people
Even
if
continue to use
a
candidate
the first quote.
heavily
supSuper
PACs
ported by a Su(Political Action
per PAC wins,
Committees) are
BOATENG
the latest reason Political contributor there is no
guarantee that
why money is evil
the candidate
in politics. Organizations that were legally will support the Super PAC’s
banned from directly giving cause. A study by three MIT
money to a political candi- professors found “little redate can now form Super lationship between money
PACs that pool money to- and legislator votes.” So
gether to fund advertise- money doesn’t always equal
ments supporting or attack- political votes. And this
ing a candidate. So a group should be expected considcan spend $100 million on ering the many different inattacking President Barack terests vying for influence in
Obama, but they can’t di- D.C.
The fear of money ruining
rectly give money to Mitt
Romney. The names of do- politics does have a historinors and the amount given cal basis. A century ago it
to these Super PACs have wasn’t uncommon for polito be reported. Contrary to ticians to repay their funders
popular belief, it isn’t just by sharing the spoils of their
big business that forms Su- victory. However, the situaper PACs. The National Edu- tion isn’t nearly as bad now,
cation Association and the with regulations on political
Sierra Club have their own spending and transparency
on donors allowing greater
Super PACs.
The hysteria over Super safeguards.
If you want the source of
PACs is overblown. As government specialist Sam Ga- the problem with money,
rett reported to Congress, look at the candidates.
there is an “overstated im- Obama and Romney have
pression of [Super PACs’] in- raised a combined total of
fluence in federal elections.” $711.54 million, compared
Neil King Jr. of the Wall Street to Super PACs raising $390
Journal found the same ex- million for both the presiaggeration when looking at dential and congressional
elections. The corrupting
congressional races.
In an Ohio Senate race, for agent isn’t Super PACs. It is
example, the Democratic our politicians’ love of money.
OPINION@WKUHERALD.COM

@MittRomney — Economic freedom is the
only force in history that has consistently lifted people out of poverty – and kept people
out of poverty. — sent 9/26

NEWS BRIEF: LAWSUIT AGAINST WKU DISMISSED IN COURT

A judge has dismissed
a lawsuit filed in 2010
against WKU.
The plaintiff, Joe Martin, a former WKU boiler
operator, filed claims
that he was unjustly terminated from his position after applying for
workers’ compensation
following a work-related
injury. Martin also filed
claims against Sodexo,
Inc., which manages the
department where he
worked.
All the claims were dismissed Tuesday as a part
of a summary judgment.

According to court documents, Martin initially
filed a workers’ compensation claim in 2009 after
suffering a knee injury.
Martin was released by
his doctor to continue
work at WKU, but later
presented the university
with a letter stating restrictions on his knee’s
activities were permanent.
WKU reviewed whether Martin could continue
with his job and dismissed him after looking
for other available positions.

In the ruling, John
Grise, Warren Circuit
Court judge, said Martin
had very little evidence
to support any of his
claims.
“Even when viewing
the evidence in a light
most favorable to the
plaintiff, and resolving all
doubts in his favor, there
are still no genuine issues
of material fact,” Grise
said in his summary
judgment.
Deborah Wilkins, WKU’s
chief of staff and general
counsel, said she was
pleased with the ruling.

“There was not enough
there to give to the jury,”
Wilkins said. “There’s no
evidence of retaliation.
And on the last two — the
emotional distress and
civil conspiracy — he
had absolutely nothing.
No testimony. Nothing. It
was a pretty straightforward case.”
Wilkins said Martin has
30 days to submit an appeal but doubts he will.

— Shelby Rogers

CHIC CHICKS

Guys should switch it up this fall
MONTA REINFELDE

pants, Sperry boat shoes and of
course, Ray Ban Wayfarer sunglasses.
Lately, my inner fasionista agrees
Athletes (or wannabe athletes) –
with me to sleep in longer, sac- these guys pretty much throw on
rificing makeup and
anything that can be worn
dress-up time for more
in the gym or at practice.
minutes under my
This style mostly comes
warm covers. Theredown to T-shirts with
fore, I feel like this is
their favorite sports team’s
the right moment to
name or (in the worst case)
let myself — and all the
cut-off sleeved shirts with
other fashionistas on
shorts and running shoes.
campus — relax while
Clearly, this is a generexamining our male
alization because here and
friends’ dressing habthere you can spot someits.
body not fitting in any of
REINFELDE
Basically, three types
the previously mentioned
Chic Chick
of style can be recogcategories.
nized when paying atOverall, this is how the
tention to the guys at WKU.
fashion scene looks for men on
Artsy guys – they usually dress our campus.
trendy and up-to-date. There’s alThe next couple of lines are
ways a wow factor with their style meant for those men on campus
in the form of cool shoes, skinny who care about what they wear
jeans or unexpected accessories.
and are down to try some new
Frat boys – they’re always classy things.
and always the same. “Frat-boy
Nobody said you have to look
styles” are button-up shirts, khaki like the men on runways, but
DIVERSIONS@WKUHERALD.COM

there are a couple cool things you
should try to introduce in your
wardrobe this fall:
• Leather bomber jacket - it’s a
classic and looks pretty cool. It
might cost a small fortune, but because it never goes far off the trend
charts, it’s so worth it.
• Prints - they come in all shapes
and sizes this fall. You can choose
to wear them on your button-up
shirt or long trousers. Whichever
you decide to do, will get you
noticed. Prints are a pretty bold
statement piece.
• Army clothing - It makes a comeback in fashion frequently, every
time with a new twist. This season’s key element is an army green
color in outerwear. Your main goal
when wearing it is to make it look
effortless, functional and cool.
• Most of all, navy is the new black.
If nothing else from the fall 2012
fashion trends suits your taste,
this is exactly what you should go
for. Navy will refresh your look,
whether worn as a cardigan, shirt,
pants or even a bow tie.

The opinions stated in these columns are strictly
those of the contributors. They do not reflect the
views of the College Heights Herald or Western
Kentucky University.

NEWS BRIEF:
INTERNATIONAL FESTIVAL
INVOLVES COMMUNITY
For more than 20
years, the Bowling
Green
International
Festival has celebrated
cultural diversity in
downtown
Bowling
Green on the last Saturday in September.
This year’s festival will
be held Sept. 29 from 9
a.m. to 7 p.m. at Circus
Square Park.
Kim Mason, executive
director of the Bowling Green International
Festival, said she has
worked with the festival
since 2001. Mason said
this year’s festival would
have some changes.
“The main change
this year is the amount
of diversity on stage,”
Mason said.
She said there would
be shorter performances from community
groups, individuals, refugees and immigrants
because there are many
performances this year.
Nations represented
will include Greece,
Nepal, the Philippines,
China and others, according to the festival’s
website.
Mason said a performer to look out for is
Sven Dugandzija, who

plays guitar and sings.
She said Dugandzija
plays alternative rock,
but has started learning
Bosnian folk rock songs
to learn more about his
heritage.
Louisville sophomore
Tiana Rutledge helped
out last year at the festival and plans to this
year as well.
“It was a great experience and a lot of fun,”
Rutledge said. “I saw all
kinds of different people there.”
Rutledge said last year
she helped kids makes
maracas and decorate
CDs.
“It was awkward at
first because I’d never
been there before, but
now I’m used to it and
am looking forward to
doing it this year,” Rutledge said.
Mason said she hopes
everyone that comes
will learn something
from the festival.
“I want people to gain
an appreciation of rich
cultural diversity that
surrounds them and
learn something new,”
she said.
— Quiche Matchen
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DEFENSE
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
shaped it.
The coach can regularly be seen at
practices running around the field
with his players and giving an earful
to guys when they miss plays.
“Coach Guidry is like another player,” Allen said. “He gets more excited
than we do sometimes, but he’ll also
get on our case if we’re not doing

things to the best of our abilities. It
feels like he’s a player, but also he’s a
coach.”
Senior safety Kareem Peterson said
the Toppers try to reflect the energy
Guidry brings to the defense on the
field.
“You definitely can see it through
us in the way we play and the way we
act,” Peterson said. “We play with a lot
of heart and a lot of passion. We take
every game personal, and that’s the
same way he is.”

got. We owe it to ourselves too.”
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS Curry said the team’s
focused on Sunday’s
Something the girls game.
“I think there is a litare also considering is
tle
more focus on this
that FIU is leaving the
Sun Belt for Conference game,” she said. “For
the returning players,
USA next year.
Sunday will be the last I think it’s going to be
regular season game more of a revenge-type
the Lady Toppers play scenario.”
While the girls are exagainst the Panthers,
cited
to avenge their
and if they don’t meet in
loss last season, Tinius
tournament play, it will
said their game at 7 p.m.
be their last game for
Friday against Florida
the foreseeable future.
Atlantic can’t be over“You always hear the looked.
saying, ‘play like it’s
“I hope the girls have
your last game,’ but this a lot of confidence afvery well may be the last ter this past weekend,”
time we play them,” ju- he said. “It’s something
nior Torrie Lange said. we’re going to need not
“We owe it to them to just Sunday against FIU,
give it everything we’ve but Friday against FAU

REMATCH

ARKANSAS
CONTINUED FROM SPORTS
sophomore safety Jonathan Dowling
serves a one-game suspension.
Saturday’s game will be the next
chapter in what has turned into an
interesting rivalry between these two
Sun Belt schools.
ASU was the only Sun Belt team
to beat WKU last season. The Red
Wolves finished that year 8-0 in the
conference, and the Toppers went on
to finish 7-1.
WKU scored an overtime win in
Jonesboro, Ark., the year before that.
In that game cornerback Derrius
Brooks had two interceptions and ran
in a two point conversion in overtime
to give the Toppers their second and
final victory of the 2010 season.
Sophomore wide receiver Willie
McNeal, who leads WKU with three
touchdown receptions this year, said
he’s not paying attention to the rivalry
factor.

as well. If we aren’t focused and playing well
Friday, it won’t carry
over to our next game.”
The Lady Toppers’ record so far this season is
7-3, and they are 2-0 in
conference play. They’re
also riding a three-game
shutout streak.
With last season still
in mind, and the possibility of Sunday being
their last meeting with
the Panthers, the Lady
Toppers are coming in
strong and determined,
Lange said.
“I personally want to
beat them, especially
because they won’t be
in our conference next
year,” she said. “We
want to send them away
with a loss from Western Kentucky.”

“I don’t really get into the rivalries,” he said. “If that’s the case, every
game’s a rivalry to me. We’ve just got
to go out there and do what we’ve got
to do.”
Coach Willie Taggart said Saturday's
game isn't important because of past
rivalries, but because of the implications this win would have.
“We went through last year, finished 7-1 in our conference and that
wasn’t good enough,” Taggart said. “If
we don’t learn from that, we’re never
going to learn. I think our guys understand that each game is going to
count and it’s going to be a dogfight
throughout the conference.”
The coach said he has encouraged
his team to look at this game as a
chance to send a message to other
teams by beating the defending
champions.
“They’re the defending champ and
to be the champs, you’ve got to beat
the champs,” he said. “They’re going
to be that until someone takes it from
them.”

VOLLEYBALL

Freshman middle hitter Noelle Langenkamp goes for a spike against Troy in WKU's
3-0 win Sept. 21. Langenkamp is the daughter of former Ohio State tight end Steve
Langenkamp. JEFF BROWN/HERALD

Family the foundation for Langenkamp
ELLIOTT PRATT
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Freshman middle hitter Noelle Langenkamp
was born into a family
where athleticism was a
tradition.
Her father and uncle
both played tight end for
Ohio State. Her mother,
Carmen Langenkamp,
received offers to play
college basketball during
high school.
Noelle started playing basketball when she
was 4. For the majority of
her childhood years, she
never gave a thought to
the idea of playing any
other sport on the court.
A volleyball coach at
(Cincinnati)
Ursuline
Academy asked Carmen
if Noelle would be interested in playing volleyball.
“I didn’t want to play,”
Noelle said. “I had never
played volleyball before
and I had always been
into basketball.”
It didn’t take long until
Noelle discovered a love
for volleyball.
When she decided to
give up basketball, people were shocked, she
said, especially her father, Steve Langenkamp.
“I was totally blown
away because we didn’t
know a whole lot about
volleyball,” he said. “We
kind of laughed about it,

but we let her do what
she wanted. When she
let go of basketball, it was
really tough on us, but it
was her decision and we
got behind her.”
Noelle made an impact on the volleyball
court immediately. In her
sophomore year, Ursuline won the Ohio state
championship and finished as the No. 2 team in
the nation.
The two-time all-state
selection set the school’s
single game record for
blocks with 13 and holds
the career record with
275. Langenkamp never
lost a regular season
game until her junior
year.
“I was drawn to her
immediately at the AAU
Championship in Orlando,” coach Travis Hudson
said. “She’s a big kid with
really long arms and has
a really good feel for the
game.”
Langenkamp originally
didn’t think much about
WKU.
But after her official
visit, she found herself
comparing other schools
of interest, like Georgia,
Dayton and Xavier, to
WKU.
“As the process continued, my dad pointed out
to me that I was comparing all of the bigger
schools to (WKU),” Langenkamp said. “Towards
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the end I just kept coming back to Western Kentucky.”
The 6-foot-2 freshman
has fit right into Hudson’s system in her freshman year. Hudson credits her “athletic mindset”
and family support to her
success.
“What she’s trying to do
this year is very difficult,”
Hudson said. “Walking in
the door and playing the
middle hitter position
immediately is not easy.
It’s very complex.”
Steve said his daughter is always trying to get
better, and compared her
to a sponge.
“The one thing she
would always do is lean
on my wife and myself
and say ‘Hey Mom and
Dad, what do you guys
think?’” Steve said. “She
is really like a sponge.
She absorbs everything
you throw her way with
an accepting spirit.
“She’s always analyzing
how she can get better.”
Noelle said during her
short time as a Lady Topper, she sees improvement in her game.
“I already see myself
getting so much better
mentally,” Noelle said. “I
feel like my life as a player and as a person I’ve
been improving, which is
all you can ask for.”

Me

ss!

Cravens Library is
transforming
its fourth floor.
Cravens 4th floor
entrance will be closed
Sept 28- Jan 2. *
Students will enter library at
Java City/Helm entrance.

Upcoming Changes
New seating areas
More computers
Combined service point
Laptop charging and
printing stations
and more!
* Limited elevator access available for
floors 1-4 and ATM machine.
For students needing disability assistance
please call 745-3951.

wku.edu/library
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sports
Sun Belt schedule kicks off with defending champs
LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

WKU is finding itself in another big
game every weekend at this point.
Three weeks ago, the Toppers took
on the defending national champions,
Alabama. Two weeks ago they played
in-state rival Kentucky, and last weekend it was traditional power Southern
Mississippi.
It’s only natural then that WKU
should kick off its conference schedule

this Saturday in Jonesboro, Ark., against
Arkansas State, the defending Sun Belt
Conference champion (6 p.m., ESPN3).
In a season that has seen many “big
games,” senior quarterback Kawaun
Jakes said the Toppers are treating this
week’s game like any other on their
schedule.
“There’s nothing really special about
it,” he said. “We’re just going to prepare
like it’s any game and go out and play
our hardest.”

The quarterback starting opposite of
Jakes is one of the biggest concerns of
the Topper defense this week.
ASU senior quarterback Ryan Aplin,
who was named Sun Belt Preseason
Player of the Year, does it all for the Red
Wolves.
The quarterback has 961 passing
yards and seven passing touchdowns
to go along with 152 yards and a touchdown on the ground in the four games
the Red Wolves have played.

He even had a punt two weeks ago in
a game against Nebraska.
“(Aplin) brings more than just throwing to the table,” senior safety Kareem
Peterson said. “He can run the ball, and
they like to try and do a lot of things to
throw you off so you can’t just focus on
him, which makes him dangerous.”
Peterson will play a big part in WKU’s
efforts to shut down Aplin. He is scheduled to start at safety on Saturday as
SEE ARKANSAS PAGE 6

UPON FURTHER REVIEW

WKU-Arkansas
State an exciting,
important series
BRAD STEPHENS
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

Defensive coordinator Lance Guidry screams after his defense stopped Louisiana-Lafayette's offense on fourth down in
the fourth quarter of WKU's victory over Louisiana-Lafayette on Oct. 22, 2011. WKU is No. 13 in the NCAA in total defense
this season, Guidry's second with the Toppers. BRYAN LEMON/HERALD FILE

Defense excelling in second
year under Guidry
LUCAS AULBACH
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

When members of WKU’s defense said this offseason that
they had Top 10 aspirations, they
weren’t exaggerating.
Players preached all summer
about the benefits of playing under Defensive Coordinator Lance
Guidry’s system for the second
year, and it’s paying off on the field
now.
At this moment, WKU ranks No.
13 in the NCAA in total defense
and No. 15 in pass defense. Sophomore safety Jonathan Dowling is
also tied for the NCAA individual
lead in interceptions.
The players might give credit
to Guidry and the schemes he’s
brought to the defense, but the
coach gives the credit right back
to them.
“It’s all about players buying into

it,” he said. “You’ve got to be able
to promote what you believe in,
and they have to believe in it.”
Guidry, who was hired in February 2011, uses a 4-3 defense
most of the time, which uses four
linemen and three linebackers in
front of four defensive backs.
It’s a system commonly used in
the NFL, and one the Toppers are
finding success with.
Senior defensive tackle Jamarcus Allen said continuity is key for
WKU’s progress.
The Toppers played in a 4-3
defense under former defensive
coordinator Clint Bowen, but the
tweaks Guidry brought to the system took some time for the team
to adjust to.
“Having someone in this system
longer than two years, everybody
knows the schemes better,” Allen said. “We don’t have to learn

a new scheme over again. Just everything is more faster than it was
before.”
Allen is one of six seniors on a
WKU defense that is expected to
start 11 upperclassmen this Saturday at Arkansas State. The defensive line alone is made up of four
seniors.
Guidry said that kind of returning experience makes his job a lot
easier.
“Those guys have been playing
for a long time, especially those
guys up front,” he said. “They had
to play when they were real young
and took some whippings when
they were real young, and now
they’re trying to give out the whippings."
Guidry’s schemes might have
changed the defense, but his demeanor on the field has totally
SEE DEFENSE PAGE 6

Lady Toppers out
to avenge last
year's FIU loss
NATALIE HAYDEN
SPORTS@WKUHERALD.COM

The Lady Toppers are looking for
more than a win — they’re looking for
revenge.
At 1 p.m. Sunday, the Lady Toppers
will be on the road taking on Florida
International, the team they lost to
in penalty kicks in the 2011 Sun Belt
Tournament Championship Game.
“It was pretty devastating for us,”
junior Andrea Curry said. “We played
our all throughout the game and to
lose the championship by penalty
kicks is not the way you want it to
happen. It’s even worse than them
beating us regularly.
“It still hurts my stomach even
thinking about it.”
The two teams not only tied during
play during the final game, but also
when they met during the regular
season.
“We’re two pretty evenly matched

A lack of rivalries has
plagued Sun Belt Conference football during
its 11-year history.
The way the league is
arranged, almost every
team has a geographical rival (ex. WKU vs.
Middle
Tennessee
State).
But the Sun Belt has
STEPHENS
lacked series that are
Sports editor
important not because
the schools share a region, but because the schools are perennial
contenders.
WKU and Arkansas State have the potential to develop just that sort of rivalry.
The Toppers and Red Wolves meet again
on Saturday in Jonesboro, Ark. If this meeting is anything like the last three, then it's
guaranteed to be an interesting game.
The last three games between WKU and
Arkansas State have had comebacks, gutsy
coaching moves and controversy.
There was 2009, when the Red Wolves
erased a 20-3 deficit late to beat the Toppers 24-20, sealing an 0-12 WKU season.
In 2010 WKU cornerback Derrius Brooks
lined up on offense, took a reverse and
dove into the end zone on a game-winning
two-point conversion to give the Toppers
an exciting 36-35 overtime victory.
Last year WKU led late and appeared
to have the game sealed until a booth review found quarterback Kawaun Jakes had
come up short on a fourth down scramble.
Red Wolves quarterback Ryan Aplin then
marched Arkansas State down the field for
the final score of a 26-22 Topper loss.
The Red Wolves went on to a league title
and GoDaddy.com Bowl berth. The Toppers finished second and were left out of a
bowl.
Fast forward to this year, and the WKUArkansas State matchup looks to once
again be a game that could decide the
league race.
Arkansas State returns Aplin and the
league’s best receiving corps.
The Toppers take a team to Jonesboro
that’s 3-1 and receiving Top 25 votes.
Both feature coaches with bright futures
in Gus Malzahn at Arkansas State and Taggart at WKU.
If Malzahn and Taggart stay at their respective programs for a few more years
before leaving for a bigger job, they can establish their programs as the teams to beat
in the Sun Belt.
“You've seen Arkansas State and WKU
play some really tough games, some close
games these last two years,” Taggart said.
“It's two teams that are hungry and want
to win.”
For a league that’s lacked identifiable rivalries, an annual matchup between two
perennial contenders could be big for the
conference.
Success beyond football

WKU’s Christen Sims, right, kicks the ball during the game Sunday, Sept. 23 at the WKU
Soccer Complex. WKU defeated Arkansas-Little Rock 5-0. JOSHUA LINDSEY/HERALD

teams,” associate head coach Chris
Tinius said. “If you went down a
checklist you might give one an edge
in one area or another, but it would
pretty much balance out.”
However, the Lady Toppers have
one advantage over the Panthers,
Curry said.
“I think in general we’re better at
working as a team,” she said. “We all
work for the team and to better the

team, which is a great quality to have.”
The team is excited to have the
chance to play the Panthers again,
Curry said.
“I’m expecting a really good FIU
team, compared to the team we saw
last year,” she said. “I want to go in
and let them know we’re a better team
this year. Tying them twice is not an
option.”
SEE REMATCH PAGE 6

Football’s taken the attention early this
school year with a 3-1 start and win over
Kentucky.
But somewhat lost in the shuffle have
been great starts by the volleyball and soccer Lady Toppers.
Travis Hudson’s No. 23-ranked volleyball
squad is the odds-on favorite to repeat as
league champions.
Meanwhile, Jason Neidell’s soccer team
is 2-0 in league play and has a three-game
shutout streak.
WKU stats guru Robert Sampson pointed
out an interesting figure this week — WKU
football, soccer and volleyball are a combined 35-3-3 in Sun Belt play since Sept.
30, 2011.
Football may grab the headlines, but it’s
success across the board that builds a solid
athletic department.
For the 2012-2013 year, WKU is off to a
good start.

